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1. INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of a user’s information retrieval from the Web largely depends
on whether the user can raise queries properly describing the information need to
search engines. Writing queries is never easy, partially because queries are typi-
cally expressed in a very small number of words (two or three words on average)
[Jansen et al. 1998] and many words are ambiguous [Cui et al. 2002]. To make the
problem even more complicated, different search engines may respond differently to
the same query. Therefore, there is no “standard” or “optimal” way to raise queries to
all search engines, and it is well recognized that query formulation is a bottleneck is-
sue in the usability of search engines. Recently, most commercial search engines such
as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing provide query suggestions to improve usability. That is,
by guessing a user’s search intent, a search engine can suggest queries which may
better reflect the user’s information need. A commonly used query suggestion method
[Baeza-Yates et al. 2004; Beeferman and Berger 2000; Wen et al. 2001] is to find simi-
lar queries in search logs and use those queries as suggestions for each other. Another
approach [Huang et al. 2003; Jensen et al. 2006] mines pairs of queries which are
adjacent or co-occur in the same query sessions.

Although the existing methods may suggest good queries in some scenarios, none
of them model the immediately preceding queries as context systematically, and use
context information effectively in query suggestions. Context-aware query suggestion
is challenging in both modeling context and scaling up query suggestion using context.

Example 1.1 (Search intent and context). Suppose a user raises a query “gladia-
tor”. It is hard to determine the user’s search intent, i.e., whether the user is interested
in the history of gladiator, famous gladiators, or the film “gladiator”. Without looking
at the context of search, the existing methods often suggest many queries for various
possible intents, and thus result in a low accuracy in query suggestion.

If we find that the user submits a query “beautiful mind” before “gladiator”, it is very
likely that the user is interested in the film “gladiator”. Moreover, the user is probably
searching the films played by Russell Crowe. The query context which consists of the
search intent expressed by the user’s recent queries can help to better understand the
user’s search intent and make more meaningful suggestions.

In this paper, we propose a novel context-aware approach for query suggestion by
mining concept sequences from click-through data and session data. When a user sub-
mits a query q, our context-aware approach first captures the context of q, which is
reflected by a short sequence of queries issued by the same user immediately before
q. The historical data are then checked to find out what queries many users often ask
after q in the same context. Those queries become the candidates of suggestion.

There are two critical issues in the context-aware approach. First, how should we
model and capture contexts well? Users may raise various queries to describe the
same information need. For example, to search for Microsoft Research Asia, queries
“Microsoft Research Asia”, “MSRA” or “MS Research Beijing” may be formulated. Di-
rectly using individual queries to describe context cannot capture contexts concisely
and accurately.

To tackle this problem, we propose summarizing individual queries into concepts,
where a concept consists of a small set of queries that are similar to each other. Using
concepts to describe contexts, we can address the sparseness of queries and interpret
users’ search intent more accurately.

To mine concepts from queries, we use the URLs clicked by users as the features
of the corresponding queries. In other words, we mine concepts by clustering queries
in a click-through bipartite. Moreover, to cover new queries not in the click-through
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Fig. 1. The framework of our approach.

bipartite, we represent each concept by a URL feature vector and a term feature vector.
We will describe how to mine concepts of queries and build feature vectors for concepts
in Section 3.

With the help of concepts, a context can be represented by a short sequence of con-
cepts corresponding to the queries asked by a user in the current session. The next
issue is that, given a particular context, what queries many users often ask in the
following.

It is infeasible to search a huge search log online for a given context. We propose
a context mining method which mines frequent contexts from historical sessions in
search logs. The frequent contexts mined are organized into a concept sequence suffix
tree structure which can be searched quickly. The above mining process is conducted
offline. In the online stage, when a user’s input is received, we map the sequence of
queries into a sequence of concepts as the user’s search context. We then look up the
context in the concept sequence suffix tree to find out the concepts to which the user’s
next query most likely belongs, and suggest the most popular queries in those concepts
to the user. The details about mining sessions, building a concept sequence suffix tree,
and making query suggestions are discussed in Section 4.

Figure 1 shows the framework of our context-aware approach, which consists of two
stages. The offline model-learning stage mines concepts from a click-through bipartite
constructed from search logs, creates feature vectors for the concepts, and builds a
concept sequence suffix tree from the sessions in the logs. The online query suggestion
stage maps a user query sequences into a concept sequence, looks up the concept se-
quence against the concept sequence suffix tree, finds the concepts that the user’s next
query may belong to, and suggests the most popular queries in the concepts. The major
contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

First, instead of mining patterns of individual queries which may be sparse, we sum-
marize queries into concepts. A concept is a group of similar queries. Although mining
concepts of queries can be reduced to a clustering problem on a bipartite graph, the
very large data size and the “curse of dimensionality” pose great challenges. To tackle
these challenges, we develop a novel and effective clustering algorithm in linear time
complexity. We further increase the scalability of the clustering algorithm through two
approaches.

Second, there are often a huge number of patterns that can be used for query sugges-
tion. Mining those patterns and organizing them properly for online query suggestion
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is far from trivial. We develop a novel concept sequence suffix tree structure to address
this challenge.

Third, users raise new queries to search engines everyday. Most log-based query
suggestion methods cannot handle novel queries that do not appear in the historical
data. To tackle this challenge, we represent each concept derived from the log data by
a URL feature vector and a term feature vector. New queries can thus be recognized as
belonging to some concepts through the two types of feature vectors.

Fourth, we conduct extensive studies on a large-scale search log data set which con-
tains 4.0 billion Web queries, 5.9 billion clicks, and 1.87 billion query sessions. We ex-
plore several interesting properties of the click-through bipartite and illustrate several
important statistics of the session data. The data set in this study is several magni-
tudes larger than those reported in previous work.

Last, we test our approach on the search log data. The experimental results clearly
show that our approach outperforms three baseline methods in both coverage and qual-
ity of suggestions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the related work in
Section 2. The clustering algorithm and the query suggestion method are described in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We report an empirical study in Section 5. The paper is
concluded in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
A great challenge for search engines is to understand users’ search intent be-
hind queries. Traditional approaches to query understanding focus on exploiting
information such as users’ explicit feedbacks (e.g., [Magennis and van Rijsber-
gen 1997]), implicit feedbacks (e.g., [Terra and Clarkem 2004]), user profiles (e.g.,
[Chirita et al. 2007]), thesaurus (e.g., Liu et al. 2004), snippets (e.g., Sahami and Heil-
man 2006), and anchor texts (e.g., Kraft and Zien 2004). Several recent studies have
used search logs to mine “the wisdom of crowds” for query suggestions. In general,
those methods can be divided into session-based approaches and document-click based
approaches.

In session-based approaches, query pairs which are often adjacent or co-occurring
in the same sessions are mined as candidates for query suggestion. For example,
Huang et al. [2003] mined co-occurring query pairs from session data and ranked
the candidates based on their frequency of co-occurrence with the user input queries.
Jensen et al. [2006] considered not only the co-occurrence frequency of the candidates,
but also their mutual information with the user input queries. To address the sparse-
ness of the data, the authors treated query suggestions at the phrase level instead
of the query level. Moreover, to further improve the coverage of the query suggestion
method, the authors manually mapped query terms to topics and then aggregated the
co-occurrence patterns at the topic level.

Boldi et al. [2008] built a query-flow graph where each node represents a distinct
query and a directed edge from query qi to query qj means that at least one user
submitted query qj immediately after submitting qi in the same session. An edge (qi, qj)
is also associated with some weight to indicate how likely a user moves from qi to qj .
To generate query suggestions, the edge weights were estimated by the frequency of
observed transitions from qi to qj in search logs, and a straightforward method is to
return the queries qj which have the largest weights of edges (qi, qj). Other methods
conduct random walks starting from either the given query qi or the last k queries
visited before qi in the same session.

Several studies extended the work in [Boldi et al. 2008] along various directions. For
example, the study in [Boldi et al. 2009] suggested labeling the edges in a query-flow
graph into four categories, namely, generalization, specialization, error correction, and
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parallel move, and only using the edges labeled as specialization for query sugges-
tion. Anagnostopoulos et al. [2010] argued that providing query suggestions to users
may change user behavior. They thus modeled query suggestions as shortcut links on
a query-flow graph and considered the resulted graph as a perturbed version of the
original one. Then the problem of query suggestion was formalized as maximizing the
utility function of the paths on the perturbed query-flow graph. Sadikov et al. [2010]
extended the query-flow graph by introducing the clicked documents for each query.
The queries qj following a given query qi are clustered together if they share many
clicked documents.

Unlike the above session-based methods which only focus on query pairs, we model
various-length context of the current query, and provide context-aware suggestions. Al-
though Boldi et al. [2008] and Huang et al. [2003] used the preceding queries to prune
the candidates suggestions, they did not model the sequential relationship between the
preceding queries in a systematic way. Moreover, most existing session-based methods
focused on individual queries in context modeling and suggestion generation. How-
ever, as mentioned in Section 1 (Introduction), user queries are typically sparse. Con-
sequently, the generated query suggestions could be very similar to each other. For
example, it is possible in a query-flow graph that two very similar queries qj1 and qj2
are both connected to query qi with high weights. When qj1 and qj2 are both presented
to users as suggestions for qi, the user perceived information would be redundant.
Although the method by Sadikov et al. [2010] grouped similar queries in candidate
suggestions, it cannot handle the sparseness of context. Our approach summarizes
similar queries into concepts and uses concepts in both context modeling and sugges-
tion generation. Therefore, it is more effective to address the sparseness of queries.

The document-click based approaches focus on mining similar queries from a click-
through bipartite constructed from search logs. The basic assumption is that two
queries are similar to each other if they share a large number of clicked URLs. For
example, Mei et al. [2008] performed a random walk starting from a given query q on
the click-through bipartite to find queries similar to q. Each similar query qi is labeled
with a “hitting time”, which is essentially the expected number of random walk steps
to reach qi starting from q. The queries with the smallest hitting time were selected
as the query suggestions. Different from our method, the “hitting time” approach does
not summarize similar queries into concepts. Moreover, it does not consider the con-
text information when generating query suggestions. Other methods applied various
clustering algorithms to the click-through bipartite. After the clustering process, the
queries within the same cluster are used as suggestions for each other. For example,
Beeferman and Berger [2000] applied a hierarchical agglomerative method to obtain
similar queries in an iterative way. Wen et al. [2001] combined query content infor-
mation and click-through information and applied a density-based method, DBSCAN
[Ester et al. 1996], to cluster queries. These two approaches are effective to group sim-
ilar queries. However, both methods have high computational cost and cannot scale up
to large data. Baeza-Yates et al. [2004] used the efficient k-means algorithm to derive
similar queries. However, the k-means algorithm requires a user to specify the number
of clusters, which is difficult for clustering search logs.

There are some other efficient clustering methods such as BIRCH [Zhang et al. 1996]
though they have not been adopted in query clustering. In BIRCH [Zhang et al. 1996],
the algorithm constructs a Clustering Feature (CF for short) vector for each cluster.
The CF vector consists of the number N of data objects in the cluster, the linear sum−→
LS of the N data objects, and the squared sum SS of the N data points. The algorithm
then scans the data set once and builds a hierarchical CF tree to index the clusters.
Although the BIRCH algorithm is very efficient, it may not handle high dimensional-
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ity well. As shown in previous studies (e.g., [Hinneburg and Keim 1999]), when the
dimensionality increases, BIRCH tends to compress the whole data set into a single
data item. In this paper, we borrow the CF vector from BIRCH. However, to address
the “curse of dimensionality” caused by the large number of URLs used as dimensions
for queries in logs, we do not build CF trees. Instead, we develop the novel dimension
array to leverage the characteristics of search log data.

The approach developed in this paper also cluster similar queries using the click-
through bipartite. However, different from the previous document-click based ap-
proaches which suggest queries from the same cluster of the current query, our ap-
proach suggest queries that a user may ask in next step, which are more interesting
than queries simply replaceable to the current query.

To a broader extent, our method for query suggestion is also related to the methods
for query expansion and query substitution, both of which also target at helping search
engine users to formulate good queries.

Query expansion involves adding new terms to the original query. Traditional IR
methods often select candidate expansion terms or phrases from pseudo-relevance
feedbacks. For example, Lavrenko and Croft [2001] created language models from the
pseudo-relevance documents and estimated the joint distribution P (t, q1, . . . , ql), where
t is a candidate term for expansion and q1, . . . , ql are the terms in the given query. Sev-
eral other studies used machine learning approaches to integrate richer features in ad-
dition to term distributions. For example, Metzler and Croft [2007] applied a Markov
Random Field model and Cao and Nie et al. 2008 employed a Support Vector Machine.
Both approaches considered the co-occurrence as well as the proximity between the
query terms and the candidate terms. In recent years, several studies mined search
logs for query expansion. For example, Cui et al. [2002] showed that queries and docu-
ments may use different terms to refer to the same information. They built correlations
between query terms and document terms using the click-through information. When
the system receives a query q, all the document terms are ordered by their correlation
to the terms in q, and the top terms are used for query expansion. Fonseca et al. [2005]
proposed a method for concept-based interactive query expansion. For a query q, all
the queries which are often adjacent with q in the same sessions are mined as the
candidates for query expansion.

Query substitution alters the original query into a better form, for example, correct-
ing spelling errors in the original query. In [Guo et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2006; Lau and
Horvitz 1999; Rieh and Xie 2001; Silverstein et al. 1999], the authors studied the pat-
terns how users refine queries in sessions and explored how to use those patterns for
query substitution. In Rieh and Xie [2001], the authors categorized session patterns
into three facets, i.e., content, format, and resource. For each facet, they further de-
fined several sub-facets. For example, within the content facet, the sub-facets include
specification, generalization, replacement with synonyms, and parallel movement. In
Jones et al. [2006], the authors extracted candidates for query substitution from ses-
sion data and built a regression model to calculate the confidence score for each can-
didate. Guo et al. [2008] associated the query refinement patterns with particular op-
erations. For example, for spelling correction, possible operations include deletion, in-
sertion, substitution, and transposition. The authors then treated the task of query
substitution as a structure prediction problem and trained a conditional random field
model from session data. Although many previous studies for query expansion and
query substitution are related to our work in the sense that they also use click-through
bipartite and session data, those methods have the following two essential differences
with our method. First, the methods for query expansion and query substitution aim at
finding better formulation of the current query. In other words, they try to find queries
replaceable to the current one. On the contrary, our query suggestion method may not
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necessarily provide candidate queries which carry the same meaning with the current
one. Instead, it may provide suggestions that a user tend to ask in the next step of the
search process. Second, almost all the existing methods for query expansion and query
substitution only focus on the current query pairs, while our methods provide query
suggestions depending on the context of the query. While conducting context-aware
query expansion and substitution is an interesting research problem, we focus on on
the problem of context-aware query suggestion in this paper.

Another line of related work explored the effectiveness of using context informa-
tion for predicting user interests. For example, White et al. [2010] assigned the topics
from the taxonomy created by the Open Directory Project (http://www.dmoz.org/) to
three types of contexts. The first type considered the preceding queries only, while the
second and third types added clicked and browsed documents by the user. The au-
thors confirmed that user interests are largely consistent within a session, and thus
context information has good potential to predict the users short-term interests. In
White et al. [2009], the authors explored various sources of contexts in browsing logs
and evaluated their effectiveness for the prediction of user interests. For example,
besides the preceding pages browsed within the current session, the authors also con-
sidered the pages browsed in a long history, the pages browsed by other users with
the same interests, and so on. They found a combination of multiple contexts per-
formed better than a single source. Mei et al. [2009] proposed using query sequences
in sessions for four types of tasks, including sequence classification, sequence label-
ing, sequence prediction, and sequence similarity. They found that many tasks, such
as segmenting queries in sessions according to use interests, can benefit from context
information. Although those previous studies showed the effectiveness of context infor-
mation, none of them targeted at the particular problem of query suggestion. There-
fore, the techniques in those studies cannot be applied or directly extended for our
problem.

3. MINING QUERY CONCEPTS
In this section, we summarize queries into concepts. We first describe how to form a
click-through bipartite from search logs in Section 3.1. To address the sparseness of the
click-through bipartite, we perform a random walk on the graph. We then present an
efficient algorithm in Section 3.2, which clusters the bipartite with only one scan of the
data. We further increase the scalability of the clustering algorithm by two approaches
in Section 3.3. To improve the quality of clusters, we develop some post-processing
techniques in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5, we derive concepts from clusters and
construct a URL feature vector and a term feature vector for each concept.

3.1. Click-Through Bipartite
To group similar queries into a concept, we need to measure the similarity between two
queries. When a user raises a query to a search engine, a set of URLs will be returned
as the answer. The URLs clicked by the user, called the clicked URL set of the query,
can be used to approximate the information need described by the query. We can use
the clicked URL set of a query as the features of that query. The information about
queries and their clicked URL sets is available in search logs.

A search log can be regarded as a sequence of query and click events. Table I shows
an example of a search log. In general, each row in a search log contains several fields
to record a query or click event. From example, from Table I, we can read that an
anonymous user 1 submitted query “KDD 08” at 11:08:43 on Dec. 5th, 2007, and then
clicked on URL www.kdd2008.com after two seconds.

From the raw search log, we can construct a click-through bipartite as follows. A
query node is created for each unique query in the log. Similarly, a URL node is created
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Table I. A search log as a stream of query and click events.

User ID Time Stamp Event Type Event Value
User 1 20071205110843 QUERY KDD 08
User 2 20071205110843 CLICK www.aaa.com
User 1 20071205110845 CLICK www.kdd2008.com
... ... ... ...
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Fig. 2. An example of click-through bipartites.

for each unique URL in the log. An edge eix is created between query node qi and URL
node ux if ux is a clicked URL of qi. The click count ccix associated with edge eix is the
total number of times when ux is a click of qi aggregated over the whole log. Figure 2
shows an example of click-through bipartites.

The click-through bipartite can help us to find similar queries. The basic idea is
that if two queries share many clicked URLs, they are similar to each other [Baeza-
Yates et al. 2004; Beeferman and Berger 2000; Wen et al. 2001]. However, a click-
through bipartite is typically sparse. In our raw experiment data, a query node is
connected with an average of 1.57 URL nodes. Consequently, many similar queries do
no share any clicked URLs. To address this challenge, several previous studies [Crasell
and Szummer 2007; Gao et al. 2009] apply the random walk technique to densify the
graph. In the following, we also adopt this technique as a pre-processing step before
we derive the concepts.

To evaluate the similarity between queries, we first estimate the transition prob-
abilities between queries and URLs. To be specific, let p(ux|qi) be the probability of
reaching URL ux from query qi among all the URLs connected to qi. Reversely, p(qi|ux)
denotes the probability to reach qi from ux among all the queries connected to ux. Let
Q and U be the sets of query nodes and URL nodes of a click-through bipartite, the
transition probabilities p(ux|qi) and p(qi|ux) are estimated by

p(ux|qi) =
ccix∑

ux′∈U ccix′
, (1)

p(qi|ux) =
ccix∑

qi′∈Q cci′x
. (2)

The transition probabilities form two matrices, i.e., the query-to-URL transition ma-
trix Pq2u = [p(ux|qi)]ix and the URL-to-query transition matrix Pu2q = [p(qi|ux)]xi. The
random walk on the click-through bipartite can be performed by

P
(s)
q2u = (Pq2uPu2q)

sPq2u, (3)

where s is the number of steps of the random walk. When the number of s increases,
more query-URL pairs will be assigned non-zero transition probabilities. In other
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words, the click-through bipartite becomes denser. However, a too large s may intro-
duce noise and connect irrelevant query-URL pairs. In [Gao et al. 2009], the authors
conducted an empirical study on different values of s and suggested a small value of 1
to achieve high relevance between the connected query-URL pairs after random walk.
We made consistent observations in our empirical study; we found more steps of ran-
dom walk may bring in many small-weight edges between unrelated query-URL pairs.
Therefore, we adopt the empirical value in [Gao et al. 2009] and set s to a small value
of 1.

After the random walk, each query qi is represented as an L2-normalized vector,
where each dimension corresponds to one URL in the bipartite. To be specific, the x-th
element of the feature vector of a query qi ∈ Q is

−→qi URL[x] = norm(wix) =
wix√∑

ux′∈U w2
ix′

, (4)

where norm(·) is the L2 normalization function, and the weight wix of edge eix is de-
fined as the transition probability from qi to ux after the random walk. If wix > 0, an
edge will be added between query qi and URL ux if it does not exist before the random
walk.

The distance between two queries qi and qj is measured by the Euclidean distance
between their normalized feature vectors. That is,

distanceURL(qi, qj) =

√ ∑
ux∈U

(−→qi URL[x]−−→qj URL[x])2. (5)

Please note that we have to handle two types of data sparseness. First, the click-
through bipartite is usually sparse in the sense that each query node is connected with
a small number of related URLs, and vice versa. To address this problem, we apply the
random walk technique. Second, the user queries are also sparse since different users
may refer to the same search intent using different queries. We handle this problem
by summarizing queries into concepts in the following subsection.

3.2. Clustering Method
Now the problem is how to cluster queries effectively and efficiently in a click-through
bipartite. There are several challenges. First, a click-through bipartite from a search
log is often huge. For example, the raw log data in our experiments consist of more
than 28.3 million unique queries. Therefore, the clustering algorithm has to be efficient
and scalable to handle large data sets. Second, the number of clusters is unknown.
The clustering algorithm should be able to automatically determine the number of
clusters. Third, since each distinct URL is treated as a dimension in a query vector,
the data set is of extremely high dimensionality. For example, the data set used in our
experiments includes more than 40.9 million unique URLs. Therefore, the clustering
algorithm has to tackle the “curse of dimensionality”. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing methods can address all the above challenges simultaneously. We develop a
new method called Query Stream Clustering (QSC) algorithm (see Algorithm 1).

In the QSC algorithm, a cluster C is a set of queries. The centroid of cluster C is

−→
C URL[x] =

∑
qi∈C

−→qi URL[x]

|C|
, (6)
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Algorithm 1: Query Stream Clustering (QSC).
Input: the set of queries Q and the diameter threshold Dmax;
Output: the set of clusters Θ ;
Initialization: dim array[d] = ∅ for each dimension d;

1: for each query qi ∈ Q do
2: C-Set = ∅;
3: for each non-zero dimension d of −→qi URL do
4: C-Set ∪= dim array[d];
5: C = argmin

C′∈C-Set distance(qi, C
′);

6: if diamter(C ∪ {qi}) ≤ Dmax then
7: C ∪= {qi}; update the centroid and diameter of C;
8: else C = new cluster({qi}); Θ ∪= C;
9: for each non-zero dimension d of −→qi URL do

10: if C /∈ dim array[d] then dim array[d] ∪ = {C};
11: return Θ;

where |C| is the number of queries in C. The distance between a query q and a cluster
C is given by

distanceURL(q, C) =

√ ∑
ux∈U

(−→q URL[x]−
−→
C URL[x])2, (7)

We adopt the diameter measure in [Zhang et al. 1996] to evaluate the compactness of
a cluster, i.e.,

D = (

∑|C|
i=1

∑|C|
j=1(
−→qi URL −−→qj URL)2

|C|(|C| − 1)
)

1
2 . (8)

To control the granularity of clusters, we set a diameter parameter Dmax, i.e., the
diameter of every cluster should be smaller than or equal to Dmax.

The QSC algorithm considers the set of queries as a query stream and scans the
stream only once. The query clusters are derived during the scanning process. Intu-
itively, each cluster is initialized by a single query and then expanded gradually by
similar queries. The expansion process stops when inserting more queries will make
the diameter of the cluster exceed the threshold Dmax. To be more specific, for each
query q, we first find the closest cluster C to q among the clusters obtained so far, and
then test the diameter of C ∪{q}. If the diameter is not larger than Dmax, q is assigned
to C and C is updated to C ∪{q}. Otherwise, a new cluster containing only q is created.

The potential major cost in our method is from finding the closest cluster for each
query since the number of clusters can be very large. One may suggest to build a tree
structure such as the CF-Tree in BIRCH [Zhang et al. 1996]. Unfortunately, as shown
in previous studies (e.g., [Hinneburg and Keim 1999]), the CF-Tree structure may not
handle high dimensionality well: when the dimensionality increases, BIRCH tends to
compress the whole data set into a single data item.

How can we overcome the “curse of dimensionality” and find the closest cluster fast?
We observe that the queries in the click-through bipartite are very sparse in dimen-
sionality. For example, in our experimental data, a query is connected with an average
number of 3.1 URLs after random walk, while the average degree of URL nodes is only
3.7. Therefore, for a query q, the average size of Qq, the set of queries which share
at least one URL with q, is only 3.1 · (3.7 − 1) = 8.37. Intuitively, for any cluster C, if
C ∩ Qq = ∅, C cannot be close to q since the distance of any member of C to q is

√
2,
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which is the farthest distance calculated according to Equation 5 (please note the fea-
ture vectors of queries are normalized). In other words, to find out the closest cluster
to q, we only need to check the clusters which contain at least one query in Qq. Since
each query belongs to only one cluster in the QSC algorithm, the average number of
clusters to be checked is not larger than 8.37.

Based on the above idea, we use a dimension array data structure (Figure 3) to facil-
itate the clustering procedure. Each entry of the array corresponds to one dimension
dx and links to a set of clusters Θx, where each cluster C ∈ Θx contains at least one
member query qi such that −→qi URL[x] ̸= 0. Given a query q, suppose the non-zero dimen-
sions of −→q URL are d3, d6, and d9. To find the closest cluster to q, we only need to union
the cluster sets Θ3, Θ6, and Θ9, which are linked by the 3-rd, 6-th, and 9-th entries
of the dimension array, respectively. Suppose Θ3 contains cluster C2, Θ6 contains clus-
ters C5 and C7, and Θ9 contains cluster C10. According to the above discussion, if q can
be inserted into any existing cluster Ca, i.e., the diameter of Ca ∪ {q} does not exceed
Dmax, then Ca must belong to the union of Θ3, Θ6, and Θ9. Therefore, we only need to
check whether q can be inserted into C2, C5, C7, and C10. Suppose q can be inserted C2

and C7, and the centroid of C7 is closer to q than that of C2, we will insert q to C7. On
the other hand, if q cannot be inserted into any cluster of C2, C5, C7, and C10, we will
initialized a new cluster with q.

The QSC algorithm is very efficient since it scans the data set only once. For each
query qi, the number of clusters to be accessed is at most

∑
dx∈NDi

|Qx|, where NDi is
the set of dimensions dx such that −→qi URL[x] ̸= 0 and |Qx| is the number of queries qj
such that−→qj URL[x] ̸= 0. As explained before, since the queries are sparse on dimensions
in practice, the average sizes of both NDi and Qx are small. Therefore, the practical
cost for each query is constant, and the complexity of the whole algorithm is O(Nq),
where Nq is the number of queries.

Our method needs to store the dimension array and the set of clusters. Since the
centroid and diameter of a cluster may be updated based on the feature vectors of the
member queries during the clustering process, a naı̈ve method would hold the feature
vectors of the queries in clusters. In this case, the space complexity is O(Nu ·Nq), where
Nu and Nq are the numbers of URLs and queries, respectively.

To save space, we summarize a cluster Ca using a 3-tuple cluster feature
[Zhang et al. 1996] (Nqa ,

−−→
LSa, SSa), where Nqa is the number of objects in the clus-

ter,
−−→
LSa is the linear sum of the Nqa objects, and SSa is the squared sum of the Nqa

objects. It is easy to show that the update of the centroid and diameter can be accom-
plished by referring only to the cluster feature. In this way, the total space is reduced
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from O(Nu · Nq) to O(Nu + Nq), where O(Nu) space is for dimension array and O(Nq)
space is for the cluster feature vectors.

One might wonder that since the click-through bipartite is sparse, is it possible to
derive the clusters by finding the connected components from the bipartite? To be spe-
cific, two queries qi and qj are connected if there exists a query-URL path qi-ux1 -qi1 -ux2-
. . .-qj where adjacent query and URL in the path are connected by an edge. A cluster
of queries can be defined as a maximal set of connected queries. An advantage of this
method is that it does not need a specified parameter Dmax.

However, in our experiments, we find that although the bipartite is sparse, it is
highly connected. In other words, a large percentage (up to 50%) of queries, no matter
similar or not, are included within a single connected component. Moreover, the path
between dissimilar queries cannot be broken by simply removing a few “hubs” of query
or URL nodes (please refer to Figure 12). This suggests the cluster structure of the
click-through bipartite is quite complex and we may have to use some parameters to
control the granularity of desired clusters.

Although Algorithm 1 is very efficient, the time and space cost can still be very
large. Can we prune the queries and URLs without degrading the quality of clusters?
We observe that edges with low weights (either absolute or relative) are likely to be
formed due to users’ random clicks. Such edges should be removed to reduce noise.
To be specific, let eix be the edge connecting query qi and ux, ccix be the click count
of eix, and wix be the weight of eix after the random walk. We can prune an edge eix
if ccix ≤ τabs or wix ≤ τrel, where τabs and τrel are user specified thresholds. After
pruning low-weight edges, we can further remove the query and URL nodes whose
degrees become zero. In our experiments, we empirically set τabs = 5 and τrel = 0.05.

3.3. Increasing the scalability of QSC
With the support of the dimension array, the QSC algorithm only needs to scan the
data once. However, the algorithm requires the dimension array to be held in main
memory during the whole clustering process. In practice, a search log may contain
tens of millions unique URLs even after the pruning process. Holding the complete
dimension array in main memory becomes a bottleneck to scale up the algorithm. To
address this challenge, we develop two approaches. The first approach scans the data
iteratively on a single machine. During each scan, only a part of the dimension array
needs to be held in the main memory. The second approach applies distributed compu-
tation under the master-slave programming model, where each slave machine holds a
part of the dimension array in main memory.

3.3.1. Iterative scanning approach. In the QSC algorithm (Algorithm 1), each query is
either inserted into an existing cluster if the diameter of the cluster does not exceed the
threshold Dmax after insertion, or assigned to a newly created cluster otherwise. The
first case does not increase the memory consumption since we only need to update the
value of the cluster feature of the existing cluster. However, the second case requires
extra memory to record the cluster feature for the new cluster. Therefore, a critical
point to control the memory usage of the QSC algorithm is to constrain the creation of
new clusters.

Our idea is to adopt a divide-and-conquer approach and scan the query data set in
multiple runs (see Figure 4). During each scan, only a part of the dimension array is
held in main memory. At the beginning, we scan the query data set and process the
queries in the same way as in Algorithm 1. When the memory consumption reaches
the total size of the available machine memory, we stop creating new clusters. For
the remaining queries in the data set, we only try to insert them into the existing
clusters. If a query cannot be inserted into any existing cluster, it will not be processed
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but tagged as “unclustered”. After all queries in the data set have been scanned, the
algorithm will output the clusters and release the memory for the current part of the
dimension array.

Suppose the first scanning process stops creating new clusters at the M1-th query,
i.e., the M1-th query cannot be inserted into any existing cluster and the memory con-
sumption has reached the limit. The second run will continue with that M1-th query
and only process those unclustered queries. Again the second run of the scanning pro-
cess stops creating new clusters when the memory limit is reached and only allows
insertion operation for the remaining queries. This process continues until all the un-
clustered queries are processed. This method is called Query Stream Clustering with
Iterative Scanning (QSC-IS for short). The pseudo-code is shown in in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Query Stream Clustering with Iterative Scanning (QSC-IS).
Input: the set of queries Q, the diameter threshold Dmax and the memory limit L;
Output: the set of clusters Θ on disk;
Initialization: the position to start scanning M=0;

1: while file end not reached do
2: Θ =∅; dim array[d] = ∅ for each dimension d;
3: seek to the M -th query;
4: while (memory cost < L) && (file end not reached) do
5: // process query as in Algorithm 1 until memory limit is reached or file ends
6: read a query q into memory; M++;
7: if q.state == “unclustered” then
8: perform steps 3-10 of Algorithm 1; q.state = “clustered”;
9: while file end not reached do

10: // continue scanning the file, but no new clusters are allowed to be created
11: read a query q into memory;
12: if q.state == “unclustered” then
13: perform steps 3-7,9,10 of Algorithm 1; q.state = “clustered”;
14: Output Θ into disk;

The main time cost of QSC-IS algorithm is on multiple scans of the query stream.
The number of scans depends on the memory limit. The larger the machine memory,
the fewer runs needed. Let Nq be the number of queries and L be the total number
of scans. Suppose the ι-th (1 ≤ ι ≤ t − 1) scanning process stops creating new clus-
ters at the Mι-th query, then the QSC-IS algorithm needs to scan a total number of
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LNq −
∑L−1

ι=1 (Mι − 1) queries. In our experiment, only 11 scans are needed by a 2G
memory machine for a data set with 13.87 million queries (please refer to Section 5.2
for details). Therefore, the complexity of QSC-IS is still considered as O(L ·Nq) where
L ≪ Nq.

The QSC-IS algorithm may generate different clustering results from those by the
QSC algorithm (Algorithm 1). Suppose q can be inserted into both clusters Ca and
Cb, which are created in the first and second scan of the data, respectively. If Cb is
closer to q, the QSC algorithm will insert q into Cb, while the QSC-IS algorithm will
insert q into Ca, since Cb is not allowed to be created in the first scan of the data due
to memory limit. As we will discuss in Section 3.4, this problem can be addressed by
some post-processing techniques.

3.3.2. Master-slave approach. When we have multiple machines, we can hold the di-
mension array distributively under the master-slave programming model. As shown
in Figure 5, each slave machine only holds a part of the dimension array and the
master machine determines on which slave machines a query should be processed.
This method is called Query Stream Clustering in Master-Slave Model (or QSC-MS for
short). The pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 3.

Suppose there areM slave machines, we distribute the dimension array by the fol-
lowing rule: the x-th entry of the dimension array is allocated to the (ω + 1)-th slave
machine if x modM = ω. Under such a rule, the master machine can easily determine
where to find the dimension array entry for any URL ux by a simple mode operation
onM.

In the clustering process, the master machine reads each query q from the input
query stream and identifies the set of URLs Uq with nonzero weights for q. For each
URL u ∈ Uq, the master determines the slave machine which stores the dimension
array entry for u by the mode operation and dispatches (q, u) to that slave machine
with command “TEST”. The slave machine will look up the entry corresponding to u in
its local dimension array, and retrieves a list of clusters Cu linked to the entry. For each
cluster C ∈ Cu, the slave machine will test whether the insertion of q will make the
diameter of C exceed the threshold Dmax. If q can be inserted into at least one cluster
C ∈ Cu, the slave machine will pick up the closest cluster to q and send a response
(cid, dia) to the master machine, where cid is the ID of the closest cluster and dia is the
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corresponding diameter of the cluster if q is inserted. Otherwise, the response will be
(−1,−1).

After the master machine receives all the replies from the slave machines, it will
handle two cases. In one case, all replies are (−1,−1). This means the current query q
cannot be added into any existing cluster. For this case, the master machine identifies
the slave machine with the maximal free memory and initializes a new cluster C with
query q on that slave machine by a message (q) with command “CREATE”.

In the other case, the current query q can be inserted into the closest existing cluster
C with id cid. Suppose the cluster C locates on the k-th slave machine, the master
machine will dispatch a message (q, cid) with command “INSERT” to the target slave
machine. The slave machine will update the cluster feature by incorporating the query
q into the cluster. Finally, the master machine will find out the nonzero URLs Uq and
send a message (u, cid) with command “UPDATE” for each u ∈ Uq to the corresponding
slave machine. Each recipient slave machine will check the dimension array entry of u
and link cid to it if the link does not exist.

The major time expense of the QSC-MS algorithm is on network communication.
Since network speed is usually far slower than disk scanning speed, the QSC-MS al-
gorithm with ten slave machines is still slower than the QSC-IS algorithm on a single
machine when they are compared on an experimental data with 13, 872, 005 queries
(please refer to Section 5.2 and Figure 13). However, the QSC-MS algorithm requires
much less memory for an individual machine than the QSC-IS algorithm (please refer
to Section 5.2 and Figure 13).

3.4. Post-processing of the clusters
With the techniques presented in Section 3.3, the clustering algorithm can scale up
to very large amounts of data. In this section, we target at improving the quality of
the clusters. First, the QSC algorithm, as well as its extensions QSC-IS and QSC-MS,
are order sensitive in that the clustering results may change with respect to the order
of the queries in the input stream. Such order sensitivity may result in low-quality
clusters. Second, the QSC family algorithms generate a hard clustering, which means
a query can only belong to one cluster. This requirement is not reasonable for multi-
intent queries such as “gladiator” in Example 1.1. To better understand the above two
problems, let us consider an example.

Example 3.1 (Order sensitivity). Figure 6 shows a piece of click-through bipartite
from a search log. In the search log, users who raised query “Roman gladiators” uni-
formly clicked on en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator. Consequently, the query “Ro-
man gladiators” has a L2 normalized weight 1.0 on URL en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Gladiator. Moreover, users who raised query “Gladiator movie” mainly clicked on
URL www.imdb.com/title/tt0172495, which is the IMDB site of the movie. At the
same time, a few users might further explore some information about the gladiators in
the history, and they clicked on URL en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator. As a result,
the query “Gladiator movie” has a normalized weight 0.9746 on URL www.imdb.com/
title/tt0172495 as well as a normalized weight 0.2236 on en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Gladiator. The third query “gladiator” bears mixed intents. On the one hand, some
users raised this query to find the information of Roman gladiators, which resulted
in a weight 0.6410 on en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator. On the other hand, some
users intended to find the film “Gladiator”, which caused a weight 0.7675 on the URL
www.imdb.com/title/tt0172495.

Now suppose we set the diameter threshold Dmax = 1. If the order of the three
queries in the input data is “Roman gladiators” ≻ “Gladiator movie” ≻ “gladiator”,
where “q1 ≻ q2” indicates query q1 appears before q2 in the input stream, then the
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Algorithm 3: Query Stream Clustering with Master-Slave Model (QSC-MS).
Input: the set of queries Q, the number of slave machines M ;
Output: the set of clusters Θ ;
Master Side: Host Program

1: for each query q ∈ Q do
2: for each non-zero dimension u of −→qi URL do
3: let k = u mod M ;
4: send message (q, u) with “TEST” to the k-th slave machine;
5: receive a set of ⟨cid, dia⟩ tuples from the slave machines;
6: if the smallest diameter diamin in the received tuples is -1 then
7: let k= id of slave machine with maximal free memory;
8: send message (q) with “CREATE” to the k-th slave machine;
9: receive the cluster-id cid from k-th slave machine;

10: send message (q, cid) with “UPDATE” to the other slave machines;
11: else
12: find the cluster-id cidmin with the smallest diameter diamin;
13: let k = id of slave machine which reports diamin;
14: send message (q, cidmin) with “INSERT” to k-th slave machine;
15: send message (q, cidmin) with “UPDATE” to the other slave machines;
16: send command ”EXIT” to all slave machines.

Slave Side: Daemon Program
Input: the diameter threshold Dmax;
Initialization: dim array[d] = ∅;

1: while true do
2: if command == “TEST” then
3: receive message (q, u);
4: Cu ← the set of clusters in the entry corresponding to u in dim array;
5: if Cu ̸= ∅ then
6: get the minimum diameter diamin from cluster cidmin ∈ Cu;
7: if diamin < Dmax then
8: send message (cidmin, diamin) to the master machine;
9: else

10: send message (−1,−1) to the master machine;
11: else
12: send message (−1,−1) to the master machine;
13: if command == “INSERT” then
14: received message (q, cid);
15: add query q into cluster cid;
16: update the cluster feature of cluster cid;
17: if command == “CREATE” then
18: received message (q);
19: cid← cid+M ;
20: initialize new cluster cid with query q and send cid to master machine;
21: if commend == “UPDATE” then
22: received message (q, cid);
23: for each nonzero dimension d of −→q do
24: if d falls in this slave machine’s dim array then
25: link cid to the corresponding entry;
26: if command == “EXIT” then output clusters and exit the loop;
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Fig. 7. Two problems caused by the order sensitivity problem.

clustering results will be C1 = {“Roman gladiators”} and C2 = {“gladiator”, “gladiator
movie”}. However, if the order becomes “gladiator” ≻ “Roman gladiators” ≻ “Gladiator
movie”, all the three queries will be assigned to the same cluster.

Ideally, “Roman gladiators” and “Gladiator movie” should be assigned to separate
clusters while “gladiator” is assigned to both of them. However, the clustering results
of the QSC family algorithms are dependent on the order of queries. In some orders,
such as “gladiator” ≻ “Roman gladiators” ≻ “Gladiator movie”, all the queries are
grouped in the same cluster. Even in the orders when “Roman gladiators” and “Glad-
iator movie” are assigned to separate clusters, since the algorithms generate a hard
clustering, “gladiator” can only belong to one of them.

In general, the order sensitivity problem may cause two situations as shown in Fig-
ures 7(a) and 7(b). In Figure 7(a), the points on the left side (represented by unfilled
circles) of point 1 belong to one cluster, and those on the right side (represented by
filled circles) of point 1 belong to a second cluster. However, if the points are processed
in the interleaved order between the two clusters, such as the order labeled by 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 and so on in Figure 7(a), all the points are grouped in one cluster (recall the
example of “gladiator” ≻ “Roman gladiators” ≻ “Gladiator movie”). In Figure 7(b), all
the points are closely related and should be assigned to the same cluster. However, if
the point labeled as 1 in the figure comes in first, followed by the point labeled as 2, the
QSC algorithm may put them in two clusters. Consequently, the whole set of points in
Figure 7(b) may be split into two clusters (marked as filled and unfilled circles in the
figure).

To tackle the above problems, we apply a split-merge process to the clusters derived
by the QSC family algorithms. Our purpose is that no matter in which order the points
are processed, the split process will divide the points in Figure 7(a) into two clusters,
while the merge process will group all the points in Figure 7(b) into a single cluster.

In the split-merge process, we apply the Cluster Affinity Search Technique Algorithm
(CAST) [Ben-Dor et al. 1999] to each cluster derived by the QSC family algorithms. In
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other words, we first apply the QSC family algorithm to the full query data set and
derive the query clusters. Then, we apply the CAST algorithm to each derived cluster
as a post-processing step.

The basic idea of the CAST algorithm is to start with an empty cluster and gradually
grow the cluster each time with the object (i.e., query) that has the largest average
similarity to the current cluster. The growing process stops until the largest average
similarity to the current cluster is blow a threshold σmin. At this point, the algorithm
will pick up the point in the current cluster which has the lowest average similarity
σ with the current cluster and remove this point if σ < σmin. The algorithm iterates
between the growing and removing processes until no object can be added or removed.
Then, the algorithm will output the current cluster and start to grow the next one.
This process continues until all the objects have been processed.

The CAST algorithm, on the one hand, is quite similar to the QSC family algorithms
because both approaches use the average similarity or distance to control the gran-
ularity of clusters. One can easily verify that when the weights of queries −→q URL is
L2 normalized, the thresholds adopted by the two approaches have the relationship
Dmax =

√
2(1− σmin).

On the other hand, the CAST algorithm has several critical differences with the
QSC family algorithms. First, compared with the QSC family algorithms where the
objects are processed in the fixed order by the input stream, the CAST algorithm de-
termines the sequence of objects to added into a cluster based on their similarity to
the cluster. Second, the CAST algorithm may adjust the current cluster by moving out
some objects, while the QSC family algorithms have no chance to correct their previ-
ous clustering decisions. Due to the above two differences, the CAST algorithm may
improve the quality of the clusters derived by the QSC family algorithms. Please note
the quality improvement is obtained at the cost of higher computation complexity. As
described in [Ben-Dor et al. 1999], the computation complexity of the CAST algorithm
is O(N2), while the complexity of the QSC family algorithms is only O(N), where N
is the number of objects to be clustered. Clearly, it is impractical to apply the CAST
algorithm to the whole query stream. However, in the post-processing stage, we only
apply the CAST algorithm to the clusters derived by the QSC family algorithms. In
practice, the number of queries of the same concept is usually small. For example, in
our experiment data, the largest clusters derived from the QSC family algorithms con-
tains 6, 684 queries. Therefore, we can load each cluster derived by the QSC family
algorithms into the main memory and apply the CAST algorithm efficiently.

After the split process, we merge two clusters if the diameter of the merged clus-
ter does not exceed Dmax. In fact, the merge process can be considered as a second-
order clustering process, in which the query clusters instead of the individual queries
are clustered. Naturally, we can reuse the dimension array structure and perform the
merge process at O(Nc) time, where Nc is the number of clusters.

To allow a multi-intent query such as “gladiator” belong to two clusters, we apply a
re-assignment process. To be specific, we check for each query q in cluster Ca whether it
can be inserted to another cluster Cb without making the diameter of Cb exceed Dmax.
If so, we call q is re-assignable to Cb. Again, we maintain the dimension array struc-
ture and only check those clusters having common none-zero dimensions with q. Let
Qb be the set of re-assignable queries to cluster Cb. We first sort the queries in Qb in
the ascending order of their similarity to the centroid of Cb and then insert the queries
into Cb one by one. The insertion process stops when (a) all the queries in Qb have been
inserted; or (b) the insertion of a query q in the sorted list makes the diameter of Cb

exceed Dmax. In the latter case, the last query q will be removed from Cb. In our em-
pirical study, among all the clusters with at least one re-assignable queries, 60% have
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exactly one re-assignable query. According to the definition of re-assignable queries,
those 60% cases trivially fall into the above category (a). In more general cases, 98%
of the clusters with at least one re-assignable queries fall into category (a). Therefore,
our re-assignment process is robust to the order of queries. To be more specific, our
re-assignment process is independent of the order of queries in the input data stream,
since we specify a fixed order (similarity to the centroid of clusters) for them. We may
choose other orders to insert the re-assignable queries. However, different orders will
only effect 2% of the clusters with at least one re-assignable queries.

Let us review Example 3.1 of queries “Roman gladiators”, “gladiator”, and “Gladi-
ator movie”. We can verify no matter in which order these three queries appear, the
split and merge process will put “Roman gladiators” and “Gladiator movie” separately
in two clusters. After the re-assignment process, we get two clusters: {“Roman gladia-
tors”, “gladiator”} and {“Gladiator movie”, “gladiator”}.

3.5. Building concept features
Now we have derived a set of high-quality clusters from the click-through bipartite,
where each cluster represents a concept. In the online stage of query suggestion, users
may raise new queries which are not covered by the log data. To handle such new
queries, we create two feature vectors for each cluster. Let C be a cluster, and c be the
corresponding concept. The URL feature vector for c, denoted by −→c URL, is simply the
centroid of C defined in the URL space (Equation 6) , that is,

−→c URL[x] =
−→
C URL[x] =

∑
qi∈C

−→qi URL[x]

|C|
, (9)

where |C| is the number of queries in C. Analogously, we create a term feature vector
for c based on the terms of the queries in C. To be specific, for each query qi ∈ C, we
can represent qi by its terms with the following formula

−→qi term[t] = norm(tf(t, qi) · icf(t)), (10)

where norm(·) is the L2 normalization function, tf(t, qi) is the frequency of term t in
qi, icf(t) = log Nc

Nc(t)
is the inverse cluster frequency of t, Nc is number of clusters and

Nc(t) is number of clusters which contain queries with t. Then the term feature vector
for concept c is defined by

−→c term[t] =

∑
qi∈C

−→qi term[t]

|C|
. (11)

We will describe how to use these two features vectors to handle new queries at the
online stage in Section 4.3.

4. GENERATING QUERY SUGGESTIONS
In this section, we first introduce how to derive session data from search logs. We
then develop a novel structure, concept sequence suffix tree, to summarize the patterns
mined from session data. Finally, we present the query suggestion method based on
the mined patterns.

4.1. Session Extraction
As explained in Section 1, the context of a user query consists of the immediately
preceding queries issued by the same user. To learn a context-aware query suggestion
model, we need to collect query contexts from the user query session data.

We construct session data as follows. First, we extract each user’s behavior data from
the whole search log as a separate stream of query/click events. Second, we segment
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Whole Log
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Session 2
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Fig. 8. The procedure of building search and query session data.

Table II. Examples of query sessions and relationship between queries in sessions.

Query Relation Query Session
Spelling correction “MSN messnger” ⇒ “MSN messenger”
Peer queries “SMTP” ⇒ “POP3”
Acronym “BAMC” ⇒ “Brooke Army Medical Center”
Generalization “Washington mutual home loans” ⇒ “home loans
Specialization “Nokia N73” ⇒ “Nokia N73 themes” ⇒ “free themes Nokia N73”

each user’s stream into search sessions based on a widely-used rule [White et al. 2007]:
two queries are split into two sessions if the time interval between them exceeds 30
minutes. To obtain training data for query suggestion, we further derive query sessions
by discarding the click events and only keeping the sequence of queries in each session.
The process of building query session data is shown in Figure 8.

Table II shows some real query sessions as well as the relationship between the
queries in the sessions. We can see that a user may refine the queries or explore related
information about his or her search intent in sessions. As an illustrating example, from
the last session in Table II, we can derive three training examples, i.e., “Nokia N73
themes” is a candidate suggestion for “Nokia N73”, and “free themes Nokia N73” is a
candidate suggestion for both single query “Nokia N73 themes” and query sequence
“Nokia N73”⇒ “Nokia N73 themes”.

4.2. Concept Sequence Suffix Tree
Queries in the same session are often related. However, since users may formulate
different queries to describe the same search intent, mining patterns of individual
queries may miss interesting patterns. To address this problem, we map each query
session qs = q1q2 · · · ql in the training data into a sequence of concepts cs = c1c2 · · · cl′ ,
where a concept ca (1 ≤ a ≤ l′) is represented by a cluster Ca derived in Section 3 and
a query qi is mapped to ca if qi ∈ Ca. If two consecutive queries belong to the same
concept, we record the concept only once in the sequence.

A special case in the mapping process is that some queries may be assigned to multi-
ple concepts. Enumerating all possible concept sequences for those queries may cause
some false positive patterns.

Example 4.1 (Multi-concept queries). Query “jaguar” belongs to two concepts. The
first concept c1 consists of queries “jaguar animal” and “jaguar”, while the second con-
cept c2 consists of queries “jaguar car” and “jaguar”. Suppose we observe a query ses-
sion qs1 “jaguar” ⇒ “Audi” in the training data. Moreover, suppose query “Audi” be-
longs to concept c3. We may generate two concepts sequences: cs1 = c1c3 and cs2 = c2c3.
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If we adopt both sequences, for query “jaguar animal”, which belongs to concept c1, we
may apply sequence cs1 and find concept c3 following c1. Consequently, we may gener-
ate an irrelevant suggestion “Audi” to “jaguar animal”.

To avoid false concept sequence such as cs1, if a query session qs contains a multi-
concept query qi, we may leverage the click information of qi to identify the concept it
belongs to in the particular session qs. In the above example, we find “jaguar” in ses-
sion qs1 is a multi-concept query. Then we will refer to the search session corresponding
to the query session qs1 “jaguar” ⇒ “Audi”. If we find in the search session that the
user clicks on URLs www.jaguar.com and www.jaguarusa.com for “jaguar”, we can build
a URL feature vector −→q URL

i for “jaguar” based on Equation 4. Then we compare −→q URL
i

with the URL feature vectors of concepts c1 and c2, respectively. Since c1 refers to the
jaguar animal, while c2 refers to jaguar car, the URL feature vector −→q URL

i for “jaguar”
in session qs1 “jaguar”⇒ “Audi” must be closer to that of c2. In this way, we can tell the
query “jaguar” in qs1 belongs to concept c2 instead of c1. Consequently, we only gener-
ate the concept sequence cs2 for session qs1. For sessions where no click information is
available for multi-concept queries, we simply discard them to avoid generating false
concept sequences. In our experiments, we discarded about 20% sessions among those
with multi-concept queries.

In the following, we mine patterns from concept sequences. First, we find all frequent
sequences from session data. Second, for each frequent sequence cs = c1 . . . cl, we use
cl as a candidate concept for cs′ = c1 . . . cl−1. We then build a ranked list of candidate
concepts c for cs′ based on their occurrences following cs′ in the same sessions; the
more occurrences of c, the higher c is ranked. For each candidate concept c, we choose
the member query which receives the largest number of clicks in the log data as the
representative of c. In practice, for each sequence cs′, we only keep the representative
queries of the top K (e.g., K = 5) candidate concepts. These representative queries are
called the candidate suggestions for sequence cs′ and will be used for query suggestion
when cs′ is observed online.

The major cost in the above method is from computing the frequent se-
quences. Traditional sequential pattern mining algorithms such as GSP [Srikant and
Agrawal 1996] and PrefixSpan [Pei et al. 2001] can be very expensive, since the num-
ber of concepts (items) and the number of sessions (sequences) are both very large. We
tackle this challenge with a new strategy based on the following observations. First,
since the concepts co-occurring in the same sessions are often correlated in semantics,
the actual number of concept sequences in session data is far less than the number
of possible combinations of concepts. Second, given the concept sequence cs = c1 . . . cl
of a session, since we are interested in extracting the patterns for query suggestions,
we only need to consider the subsequences with lengths from 2 to l. To be specific,
a subsequence of the concept sequence cs is a sequence cm+1, . . . , cm+l′ , where m ≥ 0
and m + l′ ≤ l. Therefore, the number of subsequences to be considered for cs is only
l·(l−1)

2 . Finally, the average number of concepts in a session is usually small. Based
on these observations, we do not enumerate the combinations of concepts, instead, we
enumerate the subsequences of sessions.

Technically, we implement the mining of frequent concept sequences with a
distributed system under the map-reduce programming model [Dean and Ghe-
mawat 2004]. In the map operation, each machine (called a process node) receives a
subset of sessions as input. For the concept sequence cs of each session, the process
node outputs a key-value pair (cs′, 1) to a bucket for each subsequence cs′ with a length
greater than 1. In the reduce operation, the process nodes aggregate the counts for cs′

from all buckets and output a key-value pair (cs′, freq) where freq is the frequency of
cs′. A concept sequence cs′ is pruned if its frequency is smaller than a threshold.
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C4C1 C1C3 C6C3

C2C3C1 C4C3C1 C9C2C5

Fig. 9. A concept sequence suffix tree.

Once we get the frequent concept sequences, we organize them with a concept se-
quence suffix tree structure (see Figure 9). To be formal, a suffix of a concept sequence
cs = c1 . . . cl is an empty sequence or a sequence cs′ = cl−m+1 . . . cl, where m ≤ l. In
particular, cs′ is a proper suffix of cs if cs′ is a suffix of cs and cs′ ̸= cs. On the concept se-
quence suffix tree, each node corresponds to a frequent concept sequence cs. Given two
nodes cs1 and cs2, cs1 is the parent node of cs2 if cs1 is the longest proper suffix of cs2.
Except the root node, which corresponds to the empty sequence, each node on the tree
is associated with a list of candidate query suggestions and URL recommendations.

Algorithm 4 describes the process of building a concept sequence suffix tree. Basi-
cally, the algorithm starts from the root node and scans the set of frequent concept
sequences once. For each frequent sequence cs = c1 . . . cl, the algorithm first finds the
node cn corresponding to cs′ = c1 . . . cl−1. If cn does not exist, the algorithm creates a
new node for cs′ recursively. Finally, the algorithm updates the list of candidate con-
cepts of if cl is among the top K candidates observed so far. Figure 10 shows a running
example to illustrate the process of building a concept suffix tree.

Concept sequences:

1) C1, C2

2) C2, C3

3) C1, C3, C2

4) C2, C3, C1, C4

(a) process 1)

Edge of new insert nodeEdge of existed node

(b) process 2)

{C2}Node with concept sequences Candidate list of suggestion

(c) process 3) (d) process 4)

C1C3

{}

{C2}

C1

{}

{C2} {C3}

C1 C2

{}

{C2}

{C2}

{C3} {C2}

C1 C2 C3

C1C3

{}

{C2,C4}

{C2}

{C3} {C2}

{C4}

{C4}

C3C1 C1C3

C2C3C1

C1 C2 C3

Fig. 10. An example of constructing a concept sequence suffix tree.

In Algorithm 4, the major cost for each sequence is from the recursive function find-
Node, which looks up the node cn corresponding to c1 . . . cl−1. Clearly, the recursion
executes for l − 1 levels, and at each level, the potential costly operation is the access
of the child node cn from the parent node pn (the last statement in line 2 of Method
findNode). We use a heap structure to support the dynamic insertion and access of the
child nodes. In practice, only the root node has a large number of children, which is
upper bounded by the number of concepts NC ; while the number of children of other
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Algorithm 4: Building the concept sequence suffix tree.
Input: the set of frequent concept sequences CS and the number K of candidate
suggestions;
Output: the suffix concept tree T ;
Initialization: T .root=∅;

1: for each frequent concept sequence cs = c1 . . . cl do
2: cn = findNode(c1 . . . cl−1, T );
3: minc = argminc∈cn.candlistc.freq;
4: if (cs.freq > minc.freq) or (|cn.candlist| < K) then
5: add cl into cn.candlist; cl.freq= cs.freq;
6: if |cn.candlist| > K then remove minc from cn.candlist;
7: return T ;

Method: findNode(cs = c1 . . . cl, T );
1: if |cs| = 0 then return T .root;
2: cs′ = c2 . . . cl; pn = findNode(cs′, T ); cn = pn.childlist[c1];
3: if cn == null then
4: cn = new node (cs); cn.candlist=∅; pn.childlist[c1]= cn;
5: return cn;

nodes is usually small. Therefore, the recursion takes O(logNC) time and the whole
algorithm takes O(Ncs · logNC) time, where Ncs is the number of frequent concept
sequences.

4.3. Suggestion Generation
The previous sections focus on the offline part of the system which learns a suggestion
model from search logs. In this subsection, we discuss the online part of the system
which generates query suggestions based on the learned model.

When the system receives a sequence of user input queries q1 · · · ql, similar to the
procedure of building training examples, the query sequence is also mapped into a
concept sequence. Again, we need to handle the cases when a query belongs to multiple
concepts. However, unlike the offline procedure of building training examples, when we
provide online query suggestions, we cannot discard any sessions. Moreover, we have
to handle new queries which do not appear in the training data. In the following, we
will address these two challenges.

As described in Section 4.2, if a query qi in an input query sequence qs belongs to
multiple concepts, we may leverage the click information of qi to identify the concept to
which it should be mapped for the current sequence qs. However, if the user does not
make any clicks for qi, this method will not work. In the procedure of building training
examples, such sessions are simply discarded. However, at online stage, we cannot
discard user inputs. To handle this problem, we can check whether the user inputs
any query before or after the multi-concept query qi in the current input sequence.
Then we may tell qi’s concept through the adjacent queries.

For example, suppose at online stage, the system receives a query sequence qs1
“jaguar”⇒ “Audi”. As in Example 4.1, suppose query “jaguar” belongs to two concepts:
the first concept c1 consists of queries “jaguar animal” and “jaguar”, while the sec-
ond concept c2 consists of queries “jaguar car” and “jaguar”. Moreover, suppose query
“Audi” belongs to concept c3. We may generate two concepts sequences: cs1 = c1c3 and
cs2 = c2c3. However, from our method of building training examples in Section 4.2,
the false sequence cs1 can be effectively avoided. Consequently, at the online stage,
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the only choice to map qs1 is cs2. In other words, we can make the correct mapping
for multi-concept queries at online stage by matching the adjacent queries with the
patterns mined from the training data.

In the last case, if the multi-concept query qi is the only query in the current input
sequence, we can map qi to all the concepts it belongs to and generate query sugges-
tions accordingly. For example, if the user inputs a single query “jaguar”, since we have
no context available, it is reasonable to suggest queries such as “cheetah” and “Audi”
at the same time.

To handle new queries, our idea is to assign them to existing concepts by the URL
and term feature vectors. To be specific, if the user clicks on some URLs for a new
query qi in the online session, we can build a URL feature vector −→q URL

i for qi based
on the clicked URLs by Equation 4. Otherwise, we may use the top ten search results
returned by the search engine to create −→q URL

i . Besides the URL feature vector, we
can merge the snippets of the top ten search results of qi and create a term feature
vector −→q term

i for qi by Equation 10. Then we can calculate the distance between qi and
a concept c by

distance(qi, c) = min(||−→q URL
i −−→c URL||, ||−→q term

i −−→c term||) (12)

where || · || is the L2 norm, and −→c URL and −→c term are defined by Equations 9 and 11,
respectively. To facilitate the online computation of Equation 12, we also create a di-
mension array for terms, which is similar to the one for URLs as shown in Figure 3.
For each new query qi, we only need to calculate the distance between qi and the clus-
ters which have at least one overlapping non-zero weight URL or term with qi. Finally,
we pick up the concept c which is the closest to qi and map q to c if the diameter of c
does not exceed Dmax after inserting qi into c.

After the mapping procedure, we start from the last concept in the sequence and
search the concept sequence suffix tree from the root node. The process is shown in
Algorithm 5. Basically, we maintain two pointers: curC is the current concept in the
sequence and curN is the current node on the suffix tree. We check whether the current
node curN has a child node chN whose first concept is exactly curC. If so, we move
to the previous concept (if exists) of curC and visit the child node chN of curN . If
no previous concept exists, or no child node chN of curN matches curC, the search
process stops, and the candidate suggestions of the current node curN are used for
query suggestion.

Algorithm 5: Query suggestion.
Input: the concept sequence suffix tree T and user input query sequence qs;
Output: the ranked list of query suggestions S-Set
Initialization: curN= T .root; S-Set = ∅;

1: map qs into cs;
2: curC = the last concept in cs;
3: while true do
4: chN = curN ’s child node whose first concept is curC;
5: if (chN ==null) then break;
6: curN = chN ;
7: curC = the previous concept of curC in cs;
8: if (curC ==null) then break;
9: if curN != T .root then

10: S-Set = curN ’s candidate query suggestions;
11: return S-Set;
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Table III. The size of the click-through bipartite before and after
pruning.

Original Graph Pruned Graph
# Query Nodes 28, 354, 317 13, 872, 005
# URL Nodes 40, 909, 657 11, 399, 944
# Edges 44, 540, 794 27, 711, 168
# Query Occurrences 3, 957, 125, 520 2, 977, 054, 437
# Clicks 5, 918, 834, 722 4, 682, 875, 167

The mapping of a query sequence qs into a concept sequence cs (line 1) takes O(|qs|)
time. The aim of the while loop (lines 3-8) is to find the node which matches the suffix
of cs as much as possible. As explained in Section 4.2, the cost of this operation is
O(logNC). In fact, when generating suggestions online, we do not need to maintain
the dynamic heap structure as during the building process of the tree. Instead, we
can serialize the children of the root node into a static array structure. In this case,
the search cost can be reduced to O(1). To sum up, the time for our query suggestion
process is O(|qs|), which meets the requirement of online process well.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We extract a large-scale search log from a commercial search engine as the training
data for query suggestion. To facilitate the interpretation of the experimental results,
we only focus on the Web searches in English from the US market. The data set con-
tains 3,957,125,520 searches queries, 5,918,834,722 clicks, and 1,872,279,317 search
sessions, which involves 28,354,317 unique queries and 40,909,657 unique URLs.

5.1. Characteristics of the Click-Through Bipartite
We build a click-through bipartite to derive concepts. As described in Section 3.2, we set
τabs = 5 and τrel = 0.05 to prune low-weight edges. Table III shows the sizes of the click-
through bipartite before and after the pruning process. Please note the pruned graph
is more than seven times larger than the one in our previous study [Cao et al. 2008]
in terms of the number of query nodes. Such a large set help us better evaluate the
scalability of the clustering algorithms.

It has been shown in previous work (e.g., [Baeza-Yates and Tiberim 2007]) that the
occurrences of queries and the clicks of URLs exhibit power-law distributions. How-
ever, the properties of the click-through bipartite have not been well explored. In this
experiment, we first investigate the distributions of (1) the click counts of edges, (2)
the degrees of query nodes, and (3) the degrees of URL nodes. We then explore the con-
nectivity of the bipartite. Moreover, we also compare the graph statistics before and
after the random walk algorithm.

Figure 11(1a) shows the distribution of the click counts of edges. Please recall the
click count ccix of an edge between query qi and URL ux is the number of clicks on
ux for qi. Please also note the x- and y-axes in Figure 11(1a) are in log scale. We can
see the distribution follows the power law distribution. Figures 11(1b) and (1c) show
the number of query nodes and the number of URL nodes with respect to the degree of
nodes, respectively. Both figures follow the power law distribution. That means, most of
the query and URL nodes have low degrees (e.g, smaller than 10), but a small number
of nodes have large degrees (e.g., greater than 1000).

Figure 11(2a) shows the distribution of normalized transition probability p(ux|qi) af-
ter pruning. As explained in Section 3.2, edges with low transition probabilities are
likely to be formed due to users’ random clicks, and should be removed to reduce noise.
Since we set the τ at 0.05, the thick head in Figure 11(1a) was pruned and the remain-
ing edges show a flat distribution.
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(1a) Click counts of edges (1b) Query node degrees (1c) Url node degrees
(1) The distributions before pruning.
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(2a) Normalized p(uj |qi) (2b) Query node degrees (2c) Url node degrees
(2) The distributions after pruning with (τabs = 5 and τrel = 0.05).
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(3a) Edge weights (3b) Query node degrees (3c) Url node degrees
(3) The distributions after one step random walk.

Fig. 11. The distributions of (a) click counts/normalized transition probabilities/weights of edges, (b) query
node degrees, and (c) URL node degrees of the click-through bipartite (1) before pruning, (2) after pruning,
and (3) after one step random walk.

Figure 11(2b) and (2c) show the distributions of the degrees of query and URL Nodes
after pruning, respectively. Since each unpruned edge has a transition probability
p(ux|qi) no smaller than 0.05, a query node can only be connected with at most 20
URLs. However, the distribution of the URL node degrees remains similar to that be-
fore pruning. Please note we did not prune edges symmetrically by p(qi|ux), because the
roles of queries and URLs are not symmetric in the clustering algorithms: queries are
considered as the objects to be clustered, while the URLs are treated as the features to
describe queries. After the pruning process, the average degree of query nodes is 2.0,
and the average degree of URL nodes is 2.4. In other words, the click-through bipar-
tite is very sparse. This motivates us to perform a random walk on the click-through
bipartite.
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Fig. 12. (a) The distribution of component sizes. The relative size of the the largest component after remov-
ing top degree (b) query nodes and (c) URL nodes.

Figure 11(3a)-(3c) show the distributions of edge weight, degree of query nodes, and
degree of URL nodes after one step of random walk, respectively. The trends of the
three curves are similar to those in Figure 11(2a)-(2c), but the numbers increase sub-
stantially: the number of edges increases from 27,711,167 to 42,384,884, the average
degree of query nodes increases from 2.0 to 3.1, and the degree of URL nodes increases
from 2.4 to 3.7. Although the random walk alleviates the sparseness of the bipartite,
the average degrees of query nodes and URL nodes are still small. This suggests why
the clustering algorithms in Section 3 are efficient: since the average degrees of query
and URL nodes are both low, the average number of clusters to be checked for each
query is small.

We then explore the connectivity of the click-through bipartite after random walk.
To be specific, we find the connected components in the bipartite and plot the number
of connected components versus the number of queries in the components (see Fig-
ure 12(a)). We can see the bipartite consists of a single large connected component
(including about 50% queries) and many small connected components (with sizes from
1 to 489).

We further test whether the large connected component can be broken by removing
a few “hubs”, i.e., nodes with high degrees. To do this, we keep removing the top 5%,
10%, 15%, . . ., 95% query nodes with the largest degrees and measure the percentage of
the size of the largest component over the total number of remaining query nodes. Fig-
ure 12(b) shows the effect of removing top degree query nodes. We can see the percent-
age of the queries held by the largest component gradually drops when more top degree
query nodes are removed. However, even when 20% of the query nodes are removed,
the largest component still holds about half of the remaining query nodes. This sug-
gests the click-through bipartite is highly-connected, and the cluster structure cannot
be obtained by simply removing a few “hubs”. Figure 12(c) shows the effect of remov-
ing the top degree URL nodes. We can see removing top degree URL nodes can break
the largest connected component faster than removing the top degree query nodes.
However, removing URL nodes loses the correlation between queries since URLs are
considered as the features of queries.

5.2. Clustering the Click-through Bipartite
We set Dmax = 1 and perform the clustering algorithms in Section 3 on the click-
through bipartite. Figures 13(a) and (b) show the runtime and memory cost of the
QSC, QSC-IS and QSC-MS algorithms, respectively. We run all the three algorithms
on PCs with 2G memory and Intel Xeon(R) 2-core CPUs. For the QSC-MS algorithm,
we use 3, 5, and 10 slave machines.
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Fig. 13. The (a) time and (b) memory cost of the QSC family algorithms.

Table IV. The clustering results of the QSC-IS and QSC-MS algorithms.

Method # Clusters # Non-Singleton Clusters # Queries in Non-Singleton Clusters
QSC-IS 4,665,871 1,903,453 11,109,587 (80.08%)
QSC-MS 4,660,757 1,958,101 11,169,349 (80.52%)

From Figure 13(a), we can observe that the QSC and the QSC-IS algorithms have
almost the same efficiency before the memory limit is reached. However, when the
size of the data set is larger than 28% of the full data, the QSC algorithm cannot hold
the whole dimension array into the main memory and thus reports an out-of-memory
error. Moreover, the QSC-IS algorithm is more efficient than the QSC-MS algorithm on
our experiment data. This is because the speed of disk scanning is faster than network
communication.

From Figure 13(b), we can see the memory consumption of the QSC algorithm in-
creases sharply with respect to the size of the data. It reports an out-of-memory error
at 28% of the full data. The memory usage of the QSC-IS algorithm keeps relatively
stable. The algorithm makes almost full use of the available main memory during the
iterative scanning of the data. The memory consumption of the QSC-MS algorithm is
much less on each master/slave machine than that of the QSC-IS algorithm. The more
slave machines used, the less memory consumption for each machine. Moreover, the
size of the memory usage on each slave machine grows linearly with respect to the size
of the data. Please note we do not show the memory cost of the master machine of the
QSC-MS algorithm, since the master has little memory expense.

Table IV shows the number of clusters, number of non-singleton clusters, number
and percentage of unique queries in non-singleton clusters by the QSC-IS and QSC-
MS algorithms derived from the full data set with Dmax = 1. We do not list the results
of the QSC algorithm, since it reports an out-of-memory error for the full the data
set. However, it is easy to see that the QSC algorithm and the QSC-MS algorithm
must derive exactly the same clustering results. On the other hand, as mentioned
in Section 3.3, the QSC-IS algorithm may generate different clustering results from
those by the QSC algorithm. This is because the QSC-IS restrains the creation of new
clusters when the memory limit is reached. As we can see from Table IV, such restraint
does not influence the clustering results much.

Table V lists two examples of clusters commonly derived by both QSC-IS and QSC-
MS algorithms with Dmax = 1. We can see the queries in the same cluster are similar
to each other and represent a common concept.

Next we test the robustness of the clustering algorithms with respect to the diame-
ter threshold Dmax. Two commonly used metrics to compare the clustering results are
Rand statistic and Jaccard coefficient [Tan et al. 2005]. To be specific, given two clus-
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Table V. Examples of query clusters.

Example Cluster 1 Example Cluster 2

bothell wa catcountry
city of bothell cat country
bothell washington cat country radio
city of bothell wa catcountryradio.com
city bothell washington cat country radio station
city of bothell washington
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Fig. 14. The Jaccard coefficient between the set of clusters derived under Dmax = 1 and that derived under
different Dmax values.

tering results C1 and C2 on the same set of data objects, let n11 be the number of object
pairs which belong to the same clusters in C1 and C2, n10 be the number of object pairs
which belong to the same cluster in C1 but not in C2, n01 be the number of object pairs
which belong to the same cluster in C2 but not in C1, and n00 be the number of object
pairs which do not belong to the same cluster in either C1 or C2, the Rand statistic and
the Jaccard coefficient are defined by

Rand statistic =
n11 + n00

n11 + n10 + n01 + n00
, (13)

Jaccard coefficient =
n11

n11 + n10 + n01
. (14)

Figure 14 shows the Jaccard coefficients when we compare the clusters derived from
the QCS-MS method under Dmax = 1 with those under a wide range of Dmax settings.
We do not show the Rand statistics since most queries do not belong to the same cluster
and the statistics are dominated by n00. From the figure, we can see the QCS-MS
clustering algorithms is very robust to the threshold Dmax. The figure for the clusters
derived from the QCS-IS method shows a similar trend.

After the clustering process, we conduct two post-processing steps, i.e., the split-
merge of clusters and the reassignment of queries on the set of clusters derived under
Dmax = 1. As mentioned in Section 3.4, setting the split parameter σ = 0.5 is equiva-
lent to set Dmax = 1. Therefore, we use σ = 0.5 in the split process and keep Dmax = 1
in the merge process. After the split-merge process, the number of clusters reduces
from 4,665,871 (in case of QCS-IS) and 4,660,757 (in case of QCS-MS) to 4,637,669
and 4,638,701, respectively. Please note that after the split-merge process, the two
clustering methods result in more consistent consistent clusters. After the split-merge
process, we test whether a query can be inserted into multiple clusters as described in
Section 3.4. A total number of 416, 259 (3%) queries are assigned to multiple clusters.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the split-merge process, we compare the silhouette
coefficient [Rousseeuw 1987] of the clusters before and after the split-merge process.
To be specific, for a data set D of N objects, suppose D is partitioned into n clusters
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Table VI. The multiple clusters that query “webster” was assigned to after the re-
assignment process.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
webster webster webster
w-m dictionary webster bank webster university
merriam web dictionary websteronline.com webster.edu

webster bank online webster university st louis
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Fig. 15. (a) The distribution of session lengths. (b) The scalability of building concept sequence suffix tree.

C1, . . . , Cn. Then, for each object o ∈ D, α(o) is the average distance between o and
all other objects in the cluster that o belongs to, and β(o) is the minimum average
distance from o to all clusters that o does not belong to. Formally, suppose o ∈ Ca

(1 ≤ a ≤ n), then α(o) =
∑

o′∈Ca,o̸=o′ dist(o,o
′)

|Ca|−1 , and β(o) = minCb:1≤b≤n,b ̸=a

∑
o′∈Cb

dist(o,o′)

|Cb| .

The silhouette coefficient of o is defined as γ(o) = β(o)−α(o)
max{α(o),β(o)} . Clearly, the value of

the silhouette coefficient is between -1 and 1, and the larger the value, the better the
clustering results. To compare the clusters before and after the split-merge process,
we only focus on the objects whose cluster membership change after the process. In
our experiments, the average silhouette coefficient increases from 0.4666 to 0.5118 for
the QCS-IS method and increases from 0.5146 to 0.5280 for the QCS-MS method. This
indicates that our split-merge process is effective to improve the quality of clusters.

To evaluate the accuracy of the re-assignment process, we arbitrarily sample 500
queries which are assigned to multiple clusters and manually check whether the as-
signment was accurate. To be specific, for each query q and the cluster Ca it was as-
signed to, we ask three judges to label whether q is semantically related to the other
queries in Ca. We consider q is correctly assigned to Ca if at least two judges agreed
that q is semantically related to Ca. Not surprisingly, almost all the cases were consid-
ered correctly assigned. This is because the re-assignment process requires the newly
inserted query should not make the diameter of the cluster exceed the threshold Dmax.
Table VI shows an example, where query “webster” is assigned to three clusters repre-
senting the concepts about Webster dictionary, Webster bank, and Webster University,
respectively.

5.3. Building the Concept Sequence Suffix Tree
After clustering queries, we extract session data to build the concept sequence suffix
tree as our query suggestion model. Figure 15(a) shows the distribution of session
lengths. We can see it is a prevalent scenario that users submit more than one query
for a search intent. That means in many cases, the context information is available for
query suggestion.
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Table VII. The number of nodes on the concept sequence
suffix tree at different levels.

Level Num of Nodes Level Num of Nodes
1 360,963 3 14,857
2 90,539 4 2,790
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Fig. 16. The coverage of all methods on (a) Test-0 and (b) Test-1.

We then construct the concept sequence suffix tree as described in Section 4.2. Each
frequent concept sequence has to occur at least 6 times in the session data. Table VII
shows the number of nodes at each level of the tree. Please note that we prune the
nodes (349 in total) containing more than four concepts since we find those long pat-
terns are not meaningful and are likely to be derived from query sequences issued by
robots. Figure 15(b) show the scalability of building the concept sequence suffix tree
(Algorithm 4). We can see the time complexity of the tree construction algorithm is
almost linear.

5.4. Evaluation of Query Suggestions
In this subsection, we compare the coverage and quality of the query suggestions gen-
erated by our approaches with the following baselines.

— Adjacency. Given a sequence of queries q1 . . . ql, this method ranks all queries
by their frequencies immediately following the query ql in the training sessions and
output top queries as suggestions.

— N-Gram. Given a sequence of queries qs = q1 . . . ql, this method ranks all queries
by their frequencies of immediately following the query sequence qs in training ses-
sions and output top queries as suggestions.

— Co-occurrence. Given a sequence of queries qs = q1 . . . ql, this method ranks all
queries by their frequency of co-occurrence with respect to all the queries q1,. . . , ql as
in [Huang et al. 2003].

All the three baselines are session-based methods. As shown in Table V, queries
in the same cluster are very similar and may not be meaningful as suggestions for
each other. Therefore, we do not compare our approach with cluster-based methods.
We will compare the performance of the above baselines with the approach proposed
in Section 4. To evaluate the effect of the mapping method for new queries (see Sec-
tion 4.3), we compare the performances when the mapping method is switched on and
off, respectively. We use CACB to denote the the basic context-aware concept-based
approach (without mapping new queries to existing concepts), and CACB-M to denote
the one with the mapping method switched on.
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We extract 2,000 test cases from query sessions other than those serve as training
data. To better illustrate the effect of context for query suggestion, we form two test
sets: Test-0 contains 1,000 randomly selected single-query cases while Test-1 contains
1,000 randomly selected multi-query cases.

The coverage of a query suggestion method is measured by the number of test cases
for which the method is able to provide suggestions over the total number of test cases.
Figures 16(a) and (b) show the coverage of all methods on Test-0 and Test-1, respec-
tively. For the single-query cases (Figure 16(a)), the N-Gram method actually reduces
to the 1-Gram method, and are thus equivalent to the Adjacent method. The coverage
of the CACB method is slightly higher than that of the N-Gram method and the Ad-
jacent method, and the coverage of the Co-occurrence method is even higher. Finally,
the CACB-M method has the highest coverage, increasing that of the CACB method by
11.3 percent. For the multi-query cases (Figure 16(b)), the CACB method and the Co-
occurrence method have comparable coverages, which are much higher than those of
the N-Gram method and the Adjacent method. In particular, the N-Gram method has
the lowest coverage, while the CACB-M method has the highest coverage, improving
that of the CACB method by 11.2 percent.

Given a test case qs = q1 . . . ql, the N-Gram method is able to provide suggestions
only if there exists a session qs1 = . . . q1 . . . qlql+1 . . . ql′1 (l′1 > l) in the training data.
The Adjacency method is more relaxed; it provides suggestions if there exists a session
qs2 = . . . qlql+1 . . . ql′2 (l′2 > l) in the training data. Clearly, qs1 is a special case of qs2.
The Co-occurrence method is even more relaxed; it provides suggestions if there exists
a session qs3 where ql co-occur in the session. We can see qs2 is a special case of qs3.
The CACB method is also more relaxed than the Adjacency method. Suppose no ses-
sions such as qs2 exist in the training data, then the Adjacency method cannot provide
suggestions. However, as long as there exists any sequence qs′2 = . . . q′lql+1 . . . ql′3 (l′3 > l)
in the training data such that ql and q′l belong to the same concept, the CACB method
can still provide suggestions. However, if ql does not appear in the training data, none
of the N-Gram, Adjacency, Co-occurrence, and CACB methods can provide suggestions.
In such cases, the CACB-M method may provide suggestions if ql can be assigned to
some existing concepts by the URL and term feature vectors. Another trend in Fig-
ure 16(a) and (b) is that for each method, the coverage drops on Test-1, where the test
cases contain various lengths of context. The reason is that the longer the context, the
more queries a user submits, and the more likely a session ends. Therefore, the train-
ing data available for test cases in Test-1 are not as sufficient as those in Test-0. In
particular, we can see the coverage of the N-Gram method drops drastically on Test-1,
while the other four methods are relatively robust. This is because the N-Gram method
is most strict with training examples.

We then evaluate the quality of suggestions generated by our approach and the
baseline methods. For each test case, we mix the suggestions ranked up to top five
by individual methods into a single set. We then ask human judges to label for each
suggestion whether it is meaningful or not. To be more specific, each test case has the
form of ⟨(q1, U1), . . . , (ql, Ul), q⟩, where q is the current query to which suggestions will
be provided, and qk and Uk (1 ≤ k ≤ l) are the preceding queries and the corresponding
clicked documents. Please note that in Test-0, there are no preceding queries or clicked
documents available. The judges are asked to infer the user’s search goal based on the
current query q as well as the preceding queries and clicked documents (if available),
and then tell whether clicking on a query suggestion will help the user to achieve the
inferred search goal. To reduce the bias of judges, we ask ten judges with or without
computer science background. Each suggestion is reviewed by at least three judges
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Fig. 17. The quality of all methods on (a) Test-0 and (b) Test-1.

and labeled as “meaningful” only if the majority of the judges indicate that it is helpful
to achieve the inferred search goal.

If one suggestion provided by a method is judged as meaningful, that method gets
one point; otherwise, it gets zero point. Moreover, if two suggestions provided by a
method are both labeled as meaningful, but they are near-duplicate to each other, then
the method gets only one point. The overall score of a method for a particular query is
the total points it gets divided by the number of suggestions it generates. If a method
does not generate any suggestion for a test case, we skip that case for the method. The
average score of a method over a test set is then the total score of that method divided
by the number of cases counted for that method. Figure 17(a) and (b) show the average
scores of all methods over the two test sets, respectively.

From Figure 17(a), we can see that in case of single-query cases (no context informa-
tion available), the suggestions generated by the Adjacency and N-Gram methods have
the same quality, since the N-Gram method is equivalent to the Adjacency method in
this case. The quality of the Co-occurrence method is better than that of the Adjacency
and N-Gram methods. This is because the Co-occurrence method in [Huang et al. 2003]
removes the queries which have similar co-occurrence patterns with the current one.
Thus, some queries which are very similar to the current one are removed in the can-
didate list. For example, in the first example in Table VIII, both the Adjacency method
and the N-Gram method provides “www.att.com” as a suggestion to the current query
“www.at&t.com”. However, this suggestion is removed by the Co-occurrence method in
[Huang et al. 2003], since it has similar co-occurrence pattern with that of the cur-
rent query. Moreover, the method in [Huang et al. 2003] groups queries by their co-
occurrence patterns. In some cases, such method can remove nearly synonym sugges-
tions in the candidate list. For example, in the second example in Table VIII, both the
Adjacency method and the N-Gram method provide suggestions “cnn news” and “cnn”
at the same time to the current query “msn news”. Since these two queries have similar
co-occurrence patterns, only “cnn news” is suggested by the Co-occurrence method.

However, the quality of the Co-occurrence method is still not as good as that of the
CACB and CACB-M methods. The reason is that the method in [Huang et al. 2003] con-
siders the similarity of queries by their co-occurrence patterns. However, queries with
highly coherent co-occurrence patterns are not necessarily synonyms to each other.
Consequently, this method may remove some meaningful suggestions. For example,
in the first example in Table VIII, query “verizon” is pruned from the suggestion list
since it has similar co-occurrence pattern with that of query “cingular”. Moreover, by
the method in [Huang et al. 2003], some queries which are nearly synonyms to the
current query may not necessarily have highly coherent co-occurrence patterns with
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Table VIII. Examples of query suggestions provided by the three methods.

Methods
Test Case Adjacency N-Gram Co-Occur CACB(-M)
www.at&t.com at&t at&t att wireless att wireless

www.att.com www.att.com cingular cingular
cingular cingular att net bellsouth
www.cingular.com www.cingular.com bellsouth verizon
att net att net at&t tilt phone

msn news cnn news cnn news cnn news cnn news
fox news fox news msnnews fox news
cnn cnn msnbc news abc news
msn msn ksl news cbs news

yahoo news bbc news
www.chevrolet.com www.chevy.com <null> www.chevy.com ford
⇒www.gmc.com www.chevrolet.com www.dodge.com toyota

www.dodge.com www.pontiac.com dodge
www.pontiac.com pontiac

circuit city circuit city walmart walmart radio shack
⇒best buy walmart target staples walmart

target sears office depot target
best buy stores office depot dell sears
sears amazon staples

that of the current one. As a result, some queries which are nearly synonyms to the
current one cannot be removed from the candidate list. For example, in the second ex-
ample in Table VIII, both “msnnews” and “msnbc news” have the same meaning with
the current query “msn news”. In contrast, the CACB and CACB-M methods do not
use the co-occurrence patterns to measure the similarity between queries. Instead,
two queries are considered similar only if they share similar clicked URLs. Therefore,
the queries within the same concept by the CACB and CACB-M methods are nearly
synonyms. Those queries will not be suggested at the same time to the users (see the
first two examples in Table VIII). Please note that in Figure 17, the CACB-M method
has comparable accuracy with the CACB method. This suggests the URL and term
features can well represent the intent of a new query.

From Figure 17(b), we can see that in cases when context queries are available, the
Adjacency method does not perform as well as the other methods. This is because the
N-Gram, Co-occurrence, CACB, and CACB-M methods are context-aware and under-
stand users’ search intent better. Moreover, the CACB and CACB-M methods generate
even better suggestions than the N-Gram and the Co-occurrence method. For example,
in the third example in Table VIII, the Co-occurrence method in [Huang et al. 2003]
provides “www.chevy.com” as a suggestion. In fact, this suggestion has similar mean-
ing with the query “www.chevrolet.com” which was raised by the user in the context.
In the fourth example in Table VIII, the CACB and CACB-M methods generate a sug-
gestion “radio shack”, which is not suggested by any other methods. This is because
the CACB and CACB-M methods model the context as a concept sequence instead of
a query sequence. Therefore, these two methods can better capture the users’ search
intent from the context information and provide more meaningful suggestions.

We further list several examples of ambiguous or multi-intent queries in Table IX to
highlight the advantage of using context. In Table VIII, the bad suggestions provided
by the baseline methods are mainly from two different reasons. One reason is that
the suggestions are near-duplicates to the current query or to each other. The other
reason is that the suggestions do not consider the context information. To highlight
the advantage of using context, in Table IX, we compare the suggestions generated
by CACB for the same query when context is available and not. Please note that the
CACB method does not generate near-duplicate suggestions. Table IX contains four
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Table IX. Examples of query suggestions for ambiguous or multi-intent queries when context
information is available and not.

No Context Available Context Available
comcast: ebay⇒comcast: cable⇒comcast:
myspace myspace verizon
ebay aol at&t
aol comcast email login dish network
comcast email login craiglist quest
craigslit t-mobile
mq: games⇒mq websphere⇒mq:
games dragonfable mq client
dragonfable adventure quest mq document
miniclip runescape mq training
runescape miniclip
adventure quest tribal wars
webster: online dictionary ⇒webster: citibank ⇒webster:
dictionary encarta bank of america
encarta thesaurus american express
thesaurus free dictionary peoples bank
free dictionary oxford dictionary citizens
bank of america spanish dictionary chase
ctc: tenax ⇒ctc: child tax⇒ctc:
central texas college transcript central texas college transcript child tax benefit
child tax benefit goarmyed tax rebate
tarleton state university tarleton state university working tax credit
goarmyed university of maryland tax credits
tax rebate temple college irs

examples. The first query “comcast” may either refer to the Comcast internet cable
company (see comcast.com), or a portal web site comcast.net. Without context infor-
mation, the suggestions are all about the portal site. However, when a user inputs
query “cable” before “comcast”, our method can provide other internet service providers
as suggestions. Similarly, the second query “mq” may be an abbreviation of an online
game or a product of IBM, the third query “webster” may refer to either the online dic-
tionary or the Webster Bank, and the last query “ctc” may refer to either the Central
Texas college or child tax credit. In all examples, our method can provide meaningful
suggestions according to the context information.

5.5. Evaluation on Runtime and Memory Cost
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Fig. 18. (a) The memory cost of different query suggestion methods. (b) The runtime of mining and indexing
candidate suggestions.
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We first compare the memory cost by different query suggestion methods in Fig-
ure 18(a). For the Adjacency and Co-occurrence methods, the main memory holds a
lookup table where the key is a query and the value is the set of candidate query sug-
gestions for that query. Since the set of query pairs extracted from sessions by the
Co-occurrence method is much larger than that by the Adjacency method, the memory
cost by the Co-occurrence method is larger than that by the Adjacency method. For
the N-gram method, the data structure to be held in the main memory is a query-
sequence suffix tree, which is similar to a concept-sequence suffix tree as described
in Section 4.2. The only difference is that in a query-sequence suffix tree, each node
represents a query instead of a concept. Since the N-gram method indexes not only ad-
jacent query pairs but also query sequences with more than two queries, the memory
cost of the N-gram method is larger than that of the Adjacency method. On the other
hand, the query sequences indexed by the N-gram method keeps the original order of
queries in sessions. Therefore, the memory cost of the N-gram method is still smaller
than that of the Co-occurrence method, where the indexed query pairs do not need
to be adjacent in the sessions. The CACB method is supported by a concept-sequence
suffix tree as well as a mapping table which maps a query to a concept. The size of the
concept-sequence suffix tree is smaller than that of the query-sequence suffix tree by
the N-gram method, since each concept node includes a set of similar queries. How-
ever, the extra cost of the mapping table makes the total memory cost of the CACB
method larger than that of the N-gram method. Please note that some concepts have
no following concepts in sessions and thus cannot be used for query suggestion. There-
fore, those concepts are not indexed in the concept-sequence suffix tree and it is not
necessary to hold their mapping entries in the main memory. Finally, compared with
the CACB method, the CACB-M method needs additional memory to hold the term
and URL feature vectors. Therefore, the memory cost of the CACB-M method is the
largest. Again, we only need to hold the feature vectors for those concepts indexed in
the concept-sequence suffix tree. Although the CACB-M method costs the most mem-
ory, it requires less than 2G memory for the full data set. Such requirement is accept-
able for a modern server.

We then compare the runtime for different methods. Basically, the runtime of all the
methods include two parts. One is the offline mining time, and the other is the online
query suggestion time. The offline mining time for our method consists of two parts,
i.e., (a) the time for clustering the click-through bipartite to generate concepts, and
(b) the time to mine frequent concept sequences from session data and construct the
concept sequence suffix tree. For all the baseline methods, since they do not generate
concepts, the offline mining time only includes (b’), which is the time to mine frequent
query pairs or sequences from session data and construct the query suggestion lookup
table or the query sequence suffix tree. Since we have reported the clustering time of
our method at different scales in Figure 13, in the following, we only compare (b) and
(b’) of different methods.

Figure 18(b) shows the runtime of mining frequent patterns for all the methods
on different percentages of the full data. Recall that in Section 4.2 we develop a
method to distributively mine frequent patterns under the map-reduce programming
model. In this experiment, we mine the query pairs and sequences for all the baseline
methods in a similar way. In Figure 18(b), the three baseline methods have different
runtime because they mine different frequent patterns. For example, given a session
qs = q1q2q3, the Adjacency method generate two query pairs at the map step, i.e., q1q2
and q2q3; the N-Gram method generates two sub-sequences q1q2 and q1q2q3; and the
Co-occurrence method generates six query pairs, including q1q2, q1q3, q2q1, q2q3, q3q1,
and q3q2. Since the Adjacency method only mines length-2 patterns and restricts the
queries should appear adjacent in sessions, the runtime is the shortest. The N-gram
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method mines various lengths patterns. Thus, its runtime is longer than that of the
Adjacency method. The Co-occurrence method does not constrain the order of queries
and generates the largest number of patterns. Consequently, it needs more time than
that by the Adjacency and the N-Gram methods. The CACB(-M) method needs the
overhead to convert a query sequence into a concept sequence before it mines frequent
patterns. From Figure 18(b), we can see such overhead makes it more costly than the
Adjacency and the N-gram methods. When comparing CACB(-M) with Co-occurrence,
we can see that the overhead of the former makes it more expensive than the latter
when the data set is small, i.e., smaller than 30% of the full data. However, when
the data set grows larger, the runtime of CACB(-M) is smaller than that of the Co-
occurrence method since CACB(-M) restricts the order of concepts and thus generates
a smaller number of frequent patterns.
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Fig. 19. The online runtime of different methods when (a) context is not available and (b) context is avail-
able. (c) The online runtime of CACB-M when the term and URL feature vectors are turned on and off. The
y-axis is in 10−6 seconds.

Finally, we conduct a series of experiments to thoroughly evaluate the online query
suggestion time for all the methods. In the first experimental setting, we randomly
pick up 10,000 single-query sessions as test cases and calculate the average time for
different methods to provide query suggestions. Therefore, in this setting, the N-gram
method is the same with the Adjacency method. Moreover, in this setting, we do not
use the term and URL feature vectors to capture novel queries. In other words, the
CACB method is the equivalent with the CACB-M method in this setting. As Fig-
ure 19(a) shows, the Adjacency and the N-gram method has comparable performance,
while the Co-occurrence method is slower. This is because the Co-occurrence method
has to search a larger lookup table. The online response time of the CACB(-M) is the
slowest, since it needs to map the input query into the corresponding concept.

In the second experimental setting, we randomly pick up 10,000 sessions with at
least two queries as test cases. Again, we shut off the term and URL feature vectors
in this setting. As indicated by Figure 19(b), when context is available, both context-
aware methods, i.e., the N-Gram method and the CACB(-M) method, cost more than
those non-context-aware methods. This is because the context-aware methods need to
search deep in the suffix tree to match the context information.

In the last experimental setting, we randomly pick up 10,000 sessions where at least
one query in the session is not covered by the CACB method. Then we compare the run-
time when the term and URL features are switched on and off. From Figure 19(c), we
can see that using the term and URL features to cover novel queries is quite expensive,
which costs almost ten times the response time when the features are shut off. How-
ever, even when the term and URL features are turned on to capture novel queries,
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the total response time is still small, i.e., about 0.3 millisecond. Such response time
is feasible for a commercial search engine, since the query suggestion process can be
conducted in parallel with search results ranking.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to query suggestion using click-through
and session data. Unlike previous methods, our approach groups similar queries into
concepts and models context information as sequences of concepts. The experimental
results on a large-scale data containing billions of queries and URLs clearly show our
approach outperforms three baselines in both coverage and quality.

In the future, we will extend our context-aware approach to other search applica-
tions, such as query expansion, query substitution, query categorization, and docu-
ment ranking. Moreover, we will explore a uniform framework which summarize con-
text patterns and support various context-aware applications at the same time.
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